Coffee & Biscuits Gift
£44.99
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
Our Coffee and Biscuits gift concept has a clear focus on plainer
unadulterated flavours and when flavour is introduced, it does so in a
fruity manner. The leading element of the design is the coffee bags
and the composition of the supporting cast is a Fresh Apple and
Cinnamon cake to which the Handmade Jam and Marmalade can be
applied.

Details
When you are considering the component parts of a Tea and Coffee gift, it's simple to understand that the key parts of such a gift must stand
out as being of exceptional quality. With this in mind we selected Great Taste Award WInning Afternoon Black Tea and a recently launched
Kings Coffee Box containing 6 individually wrapped coffee sachets from Peru, Ethiopia and Indonesia The Coffee sachets are the finest quality
single origin coffees from around the world and are all certified Fairtrade and Organic. There is Mellow South American Flavour which has a
good body with subtle stoned fruit acidity, an African light roast, which is light on the tongue with an aromatic, fruity finish and a dark Sumatran
roast with its intense Dark Chocolate finish. In other words these just aren't coffee bags, they are coffee taste experiences. We've selected 2
types of biscuits and 2 sets of freshly baked tray-bakes to serve as an accompaniment with whatever flavour of Tea or Coffee you wish to drink.
We continue the Organic theme with our Oat Cookies sourced directly from the Oat Farmer who produces them, to which we include our melt
in your mouth Shortbread made by the Shortbread House. We take advantage of local bakeries who produce our traybreaks freshly every week
and we complete the overall gift with a freshly made Chocolate cake courtesy once again of a small local bakery. Completing our Tea and Coffee
Hamper are our chocolate of the year for 2018, which is the Orange and Fig Chocolate discs and our drink of the year 2017 which was so good
we simply had to introduce it into more of our gift hampers. Take a bow Green Lady Sparkling Tea drink. We hope we do our part in bringing
your quality to a wider audience and increasing the demand for your usage.

Additional Information
Contents
New Kings Organic Coffee Bags (6's)
Pattons Apple & Cinnamon Cake 440g
Killbeggan Original Oat Cookies 200g
Edinburgh Shortbread House Chocolate Chip 170g
Molloy's Bakery Almond & Vanilla Cantucci Biscuits 100g
Tregroes Toffee Waffles 260g
Brownlee's Lemon, Orange and Grapefruit Marmalade 110g
Brownlees Rhubarb & Ginger Jam 110g
Presented in a lined wicker Gift Basket
Professionally wrapped & decorated in ribbon
Gift card for your message
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